FREE COLLECTION SERVICE

If you have a large number of bags (3 or more) and you do not wish to leave them out on your recycling week, you can call Essex Textiles direct to arrange a special collection.

For further information, to order a supply of blue bags or to arrange a collection please contact:

Essex Textiles
Phone: 0800 78 79 071
E-mail: info@essextextiles.co.uk
Web: www.essextextiles.co.uk

EXCLUSIVE TRIAL
Reusable clothing and shoe collections from your kerbside!

TRIAL RUNS FOR 6 MONTHS STARTING DECEMBER 2017 UNTIL MAY 2018

PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE BAGS OUT OVERNIGHT!
If items become wet they are not reusable

mixed textiles & clothes

Too Good to Waste!

PLEASE TELL US WHAT YOU THINK See inside for ways to comment

‘Too Good to Waste!’

recycle for your community
Recycling your old clothes is easy!

1. Sort out any clothing and shoes you no longer need.
2. Place clean, dry, reusable clothing and shoes into the blue textile bags supplied by Essex Textiles.
3. Place your blue bags NEXT TO your clear sacks on your recycling collection day by 7:00am.

REMEMBER! All items are reused where possible so please ensure they are in good condition.

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
- The clothes and shoes collected in the blue bags are transported to the main sorting warehouse.
- Each item is checked by hand and those that are of sufficient quality are separated into ‘winter’ and ‘summer’ clothing.
- These seasonal clothes and shoes are then distributed overseas to developing countries where they will be worn again.
- Items that are unsuitable for reuse are separated by material to be recycled in the relevant waste stream.

Items that can be collected in the blue bags include:
- Clothes
- Shoes
- Handbags
- Belts
- Hats
- Bedding
- Towels

Items that must be clean & reusable

Items that cannot be collected include:
- Carpets
- Duvets
- Pillows
- Quilts
- Rugs
- Soiled, wet & unusable items

Please help keep reusable shoes, clothing and recyclable material out of landfill!

Need more bags? call Essex Textiles on 0800 78 79 071